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ABSTRACT 
Let ,ii = (pt.. . , pc,) be a vector measure on a measurable space (Q, 9) such that each ,u, is finite. 
The measures are allowed to have atoms. In this paper conditions on jYi are given under which the 
matrix-k-range &%$(ji)= {(pi(P,)):=t r-1 : {Pj},“=I 1s a measurable partition of a} is convex. 
This will lead to conditions on ,?i under which the partition-range &%(,ii) = {(pt(Pt), . . ..p#.)) : 
{Pj}rzl is a measurable partition of 9) and the range Z(ji)= {(p,(B), . . . ..uc.(B)): BEG} are con- 
vex. The results (i.e. Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8) are generalizations of Lyapounov’s Theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let fit, . . . . p,, be countably additive measures on a measurable space (52, $). 
Throughout this paper we only consider nonnegative finite measures. It is also 
assumed that the measures are nontrivial, i.e. ~j +O, j = 1, . . . , n. 
DEFINITION I. 1. @(li) := {(PI(B), -..3 ,uu,(B)) : BE 9} is the range of the vec- 
tor measure z = (,B,, . . . , fin). 
In 1940, Lyapounov [5] proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.2. If&, . . . , ,un are nonatomic measures on (0, $F), then .9?( ,ii) is 
convex and compact. 
Lyapounov’s Theorem was generalized in 1951 by Dvoretzky, Wald and 
Wolfowitz. In order to state their theorem a few definitions are needed. 
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DEFINITION 1.3. PI, . . . , Pk is a measurable k-partition of Q if Pj E 9 for j = 
1 ,..., k; P,~Pj=O if Izj and Uj=, Pi=Q. 
Let (pi(Pj))y=, j=, denote the n x k matrix which has its (i, j)-th entry equal 
to pi(Pj), i=l, . . . . n, j=l, .,., k. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let d%k(z) := ((pi(Pj))y=I !=I : {Pj}jk=l is a measurable k- 
partition of a} denote the matrix-k-range of ii. 
THEOREM 1.5 (Dvoretzky, Wald and Wolfowitz). Ifpi, . . ..ji., are nonatomic 
measures on ($2, S), then .AZ%?~( ,ii) is a convex and compact set. 
Note that the matrix-2-range A%z(z) and the range a(z) are strongly 
related. In fact, it is easy to see that &%?~(ii) is convex if and only if J%!(Z) is 
convex. Therefore, Theorem 1.5 is indeed a generalization of Lyapounov’s 
Theorem. From now on the range is treated as a special case of the matrix-k- 
range. 
We consider one more type of range. This is the so-called partition-range. 
The partition-range is interesting in view of the applications, as will be seen 
later. 
DEFINITION 1.6. The set .R%!( 2) : = { (,uI(PJ, . . . , ,uu,(P,)) : { Pj}r= 1 is a measur- 
able n-partition of Q} denotes the partition-range of z. 
In Theorem 1.2 and 1.5, the measures are supposed to be nonatomic. This 
condition is sufficient, but not necessary, as can be seen in the next example. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. Let Sz = [0, l] and let 9 be the collection of Bore1 sets on [0, 11. 
Let A be the Lebesgue measure on (Q, $). Define p by 
p=L on [O,+l, 
A(l)) = 3 
/I=0 elsewhere. 
In this case, p has an atom. But still a(p) = [0, l] and thus is convex. 
In this paper, a generalization of Theorem 1.5 is proved, which is in turn a 
generalization of Lyapounov’s Theorem. We will find a larger set of measures 
(not only nonatomic measures) for which A&(z) is convex. (This is the first 
main theorem: Theorem 2.7.) This leads to a larger set of measures for which 
B(g) (see Corollary 2.9) and Y&!(z) (see Theorem 2.8, which is the second 
main theorem) are convex. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some notation 
is developed and the main theorems are stated. Section 3 is the technical part 
of this paper. It contains a method of enlarging the space and extending the 
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measures to this new enlarged space. This notion is very important in the proof 
of the main theorems. In Section 4, we prove one of the main theorems, con- 
sidering the matrix-k-range. We also take a look at B(c). The partition-range 
is considered in Section 5. Section 6 finally, contains some applications. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let pl, . . . . p,, be measures on a measurable space (Q,g). The measures are 
allowed to have atoms. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let p be a measure on a measurable space (Q.9). A set 
E E .9 is called an atom of ,u, if p(E) > 0 and for every FE g with FC E either 
p(F)=0 or p(F)=p(E). 
A finite measure has at most countably many atoms (cf. RCnyi [7]). Let Ai 
denote the set of atoms of pi (i = 1, . . . , n). In this paper, we consider the special 
case where the measures have no atoms in common, i.e. Ai fI Aj = 0 if j# i. 
We want to identify each atom with a single point. It will be proved that this 
is indeed possible. For, suppose Ee9 is an atom of pi. If we want to treat E 
as a single point, then we need to know that ~j(E) =0 if j#ti. This can always 
be obtained by the following procedure. (The argument is only given for two 
measures, if n > 2 the argument is essentially the same.) 
Suppose EE .9 is an atom of pl and FE g is an atom of ,u2. Then we can 
assume that E fl F= 0. For, suppose E fl Ff 0. Since flI and p2 have no com- 
mon atoms, either p, (E fl F) = 0 or ,u2(E n F) = 0. So either E can be replaced 
by E\F or F can be replaced by F\E. 
Now consider E. If pz(E) = 0, then E can be replaced by a single point, and 
there is nothing to prove. Suppose p2(E)>0. If we restrict ,u2 to E, then ,u~ IE 
is nonatomic, so by Lyapounov’s Theorem there exists a set B, C E, such that 
CL~UV = P~@,C) = t~269. 
Also, since E is an atom of ,u,, either p,(B,) =pul(E) or ,~t(Bf) =p,(E). Assume 
that pi@,) =,u,(E). Proceed by induction. It is possible to find a set B, c B,_, 
such that 
~2(Bn) = +~2(Bn-,)= (S)“P~@) 
PI (4,) = ~ul(E). 
The sequence {B,},"=, is decreasing. Consider nT=, B,,. Then 
P,(~C, 4) = lim Pi = ~~(0. 
n-m 
So we can replace E by nr=, B, to establish that the atoms of ,u, have ,u2- 
measure 0. 
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Now we return to the convexity of the matrix-k-range. First the case where 
there is only one measure is considered, i.e. n = 1. 
Let p be a measure on a measurable space (Q, 9). Let A = {x1,x2, . ..} denote 
the set of atoms of p, with ~({x,))~~({x,+~}) for me IN. Note that A can be 
finite, or even empty. 
If p is nonatomic, then S%?(P) (and hence .A%?~(~)) is convex by Lyapounov’s 
Theorem. But we also saw in Example 1.7 that this is not a necessary condition. 
It is maybe even more surprising that a purely atomic measure can have a con- 
vex range, as can be seen in the next example. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let (Q,g)= (lR, Bore1 sets) and let ~({n}) =(+)” for n E R\l. 
Then p is a purely atomic probability measure. We will show that 9?(p) = [0, 11. 
Let DE [0, l] be given. Then /I has a binary expansion: /3= C,“=, /3,(+)” with 
~,=Oorlforalln.LetB:={n~~;~,=l}.Then~(B)=~,andthus~~~(~). 
so S(p) = [O, 11. 
In the one-dimensional case, it is possible to find necessary and sufficient 
conditions on p such that A&%?k(,u) is convex. The same problem can be found 
in Renyi [7, p. 80-811 as exercises. We state the result here. 
THEOREM 2.3. 
._4ZRk(p) is convex 
* (k-l)~({x,))~fi(Q\A)+ i ,&(x11) Vmc:lhl 
/=??I+1 
and if p is purely atomic, then A is not a finite set. 
Notice that (k-l)p((x,})~&2\A)+ C,“,,,, p({x/}) is equivalent with 
~({x,,,})I l/k(p(Q\A)+ C,“=, ~({x,})). The latter is used in Renyi [7]. 
Now we consider the case where n 2 2. Recall that Ai was the set of atoms 
of p. Denote A..= {x(‘) x(j) I’ I . 1 9 2 , . ..}. where ~i((x(i)})~~.((x(i) 
i=l , . . . , n. Note that Ai can be finite or eventmpty.’ 
m+l}) for rnetN and 
In order to formulate the main theorem, we need some more notation. First 
we need the Lebesgue decomposition of a measure, cf. [2, p. 1341. 
A measure p is concentrated on a set E E d if p(F) =p(E Cl F) for every FE 9. 
Let p and v be measures. Then p and v are singular (notation /1 I v) if p and 
v are concentrated on disjoint sets. We say that p is absolutely continuous with 
respect to v (notation PQ v) if v(F) =0 implies that p(F) =O. We now state a 
decomposition theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let y and v be measures on a measurable space (a, 9). Then 
there exist two uniquely determined measures o. and a, on (Q,g) such that 
P==o,+o,, where o, 4 v and as I v. Moreover aa I as. 
Theorem 2.4 can be generalized as follows. Suppose pI, ru2 and p3 are measures 
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o o(1 = u,,, + ooos9 where a,,+~ and ooas1~3 
and 
DOS = oosa + Qoss, where oosa4~3 and Q~~~I,LI~. 
Combining this, we get pl = oooo + o,, + croso + ooss, where 
u oaa 4P2 
f3 oa.5 Q P2 
Rosa 1 P2 
~rxs 111(2 
It turns out that 
roles of ,u2 and p3 
the decomposition will remain the same if we change the 
The next theorem extends this idea for n measures. (A 
on a measurable space (0, s). Then Theorem 2.4 implies that pi = go0 + oos, 
where a,,+~(~ and o,,_LJI~. Now ooo and CT, are also measures on (Q, S). So 
we can make a decomposition of rsoo and oos with respect to p3, i.e., 
proof can be found in the appendix. Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 may already 
be known, but no reference is known to the author.) Note that the o is just a 
dummy index. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let ,ul , . . . , p,, be measures. Let Ii be the following index set: 
Zi := {(Z,, ... ,z,)IzjE{a,s} ifjfiandzi=o}. 
Then ,ui can be decomposed as follows: 
Pi = (z ,,,,_ %,,G,, 42 . ...> 2”) 
where for j # i 
o:i:, ,.. ( z,~ Q Pj if zj = a 
~:~~,..,,z,, ’ Pj if zj=S. 
A decomposition of pi with these properties is unique. Moreover, if (z,, . . . , z,,) 
and (z;, . . . . ZA)EIi, and (zl,..., z,)f(z; ,..., z;), then a::: ,,,,, _,)lo,!!!.,, L,). 1. 3” 
Define Sz,!,,,,zn, := supp(a”’ (z,,,,.,Zn)). (Here supp denotes the support of the mea- 
sure a~~~,..,,,,,. The support of a measure is uniquely defined modulo a set of 
measure 0. We will make a choice later on.) For notational convenience, we use 
S. .= SC’) I . (z,,...,iJ 
if (2, 
where 5 =s for j#i. Since for fixed i we have ~~~b...,z.,~~~~~,...,~~) 
Y..., Z,)f(& ,..., 
(2 
z,!J, it may be assumed that S,!!) __, L ) n S$ ___ z,) = 0 if 
1, . . . . Z,)f(Z{ ,..., z;>. 
1, ,n I( .n 
We now make some more remarks on the sets S$:,.,. z ). The proof of this 
lemma can be found in the appendix. 
1 n 
LEMMA 2.6. The sets S:i,!* ,,,,z,, can be chosen in such a way that the fol- 
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lo wing holds: 
(i) SjflSj=0 ifi#j. 
(ii) S~~~,,,,,,~,nsupp(~j)=0 if Zj=s and i#j. 
(iii) Let i#j and let (z,,...,z,,)~Z; and (.q’,...,z~)~Z~. Suppose that z;=o, 
zj=a and z,!=a, z,!=o and z;=z, for I#i and l+j. Then S~~~,__,,z,,=S~~!,,, z,). 
3 n 
From now on, we assume that the sets S[ll,.., z ) are fixed and satisfy Lem- 
ma 2.6. Note that since it is assumed that Ai fliy = 0 if i# j, we have Ai C S;. 
Note that the set Si is such that p;(S;)rO and pj(S;) = 0 if j+i. We now state 
the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.7. Zf Ai fl Aj = 0 for all i#j then 
&%?k(~) is convex 
Ed (k-l),~~({x~‘})<p~(Sisi\A~)+ i cci({xj”‘}) Vi=l,...,n Vmll 
j=m+l 
and if pi is purely atomic then Ai is not a finite set. 
THEOREM 2.8. Zf Ai fl Aj = 0 for all i# j then 
RR(ji) is convex 
o ,~~({~~~})~,a~(s,\a~)+~~~+,p~((x:’)}) Vi=l,...,n Vmrl 
and if ,ui is purely atomic then Ai is not a finite set. 
The proofs of Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8 can be found in Section 4 and 
Section 5, respectively. From now on, let (*) denote the right hand side of the 
equivalence arrow in Theorem 2.7 and let (**) denote the right hand side of the 
equivalence arrow in Theorem 2.8. 
Since W(z) is convex if and only if .A@?~(~) is convex, Theorem 2.7 gives 
the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Zf Ai fl Aj = 0 for all i# j then 
W(z) is convex 
o pi({x,$})<pi(Si\Ai)+ i ,q({xj”‘}) Vi=l,...,n Vmrl 
/=m+l 
and if pi is purely atomic then Ai is not a finite set. 
The assumption that the measures do not have any atoms in common is 
essential as can be seen in the next two examples concerning W(z). 
EXAMPLE 2.10. Let n = 2 and (Q, ~3”) = ([0,2], Boref sets). Let A be the Lebesgue 
measure. Define two measures ,~r and p2 as follows: 
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Pl({Ol) = a PuzC{l>> = $ 
iul = 1 on [+,;I p*=tl on [O,+]. 
Then A,=(O), AZ=(l). We can take S,={O}U[+,l)U(l,f] and S,= 
(1) U(O,+]. An easy calculation shows that ~r({O})~~,(S,\A,) and ~~({l})< 
r((2(S2\Az) so condition (**) of Corollary 2.9 is satisfied and thus by the same 
theorem 6%?(G) is convex. A picture of B(z) can be found in Figure 1. 
In the next example, the measures of Example 2.10 are changed just a little 
bit so that they have a common atom. It turns out that B(z) is not convex, 
even though the conditions of Corollary 2.9 are satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 2.11. Let n = 2 and (Q,@) = ([0,2], Bore/sets). Let A be the Lebesgue 
measure. Define two measures p, and p2 as follows: 
P(,({2)) = a P2({2)) = i 
Fcl = J. on [+,;I p2=A on [O,+]. 
Take S,=(i,f] and S2= [O,+), A, =A2= (2). So condition (**) of Co- 
rollary 2.9 is again satisfied. In this case, the range is obviously not convex (see 
Figure 2). So we can see that if Ai fl Aj #0 for some i#j, then P&?(z) does not 
need to be convex, even if condition (**) is satisfied. 
3. ENLARGING THE SPACE 
In the proof of Theorem 2.7 we have to show that .MB~(li) is convex and 
in the proof of Theorem 2.8 we have to show that RR(z) is convex. In order 
to do this, J&Q($) and 3?5i!($) are compared with .M.%$(?) and E%?(~), 
respectively, where c is a nonatomic vector measure. 
In this section, the measure c we want to use is defined. In order to define 
iJ the space (Q9) needs to be enlarged. This can be done as follows. 
Suppose (Q, 9) and (Q’, @‘) are two measurable spaces, where D and Q’ are 
disjoint sets. Then a new measurable space (Q”, $“) can be constructed, by let- 
Figure 1 Figure 2 
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ting SZU0’and~~:={FUF’:FE~,F’E~‘).Itiseasytocheckthat~~ 
is a a-algebra on C?“. (Note that (FU F’)‘= (Q\F) U (Q’\F’) if FE 9 and 
F’E 27’, since Sz fl fi’= 0.) 
Now suppose /1 is a measure on (Q, $). Then fi can be extended to a measure 
/I on (a”,s”) by letting ,C(FUF’)=p(F) if Fe.9 and F/ES’. 
This idea will be applied as follows. Suppose pl, . . . ..u., are measures on a 
measurable space (52, St). Recall that Ai is the set of atoms of ,q and S; is such 
that a; 2 0 and pj(S;) = 0 if j# i. Define Di = s2\S;, and define new mea- 
sures e; on (sZ,@), by letting ei(F)=~;(Fnoi), i=l, . . ..n. (SO e; is the trace 
Of p; in O;.) 
Now extend these measures as follows. Let sZ’= IR and let .!9’ be the collection 
of Bore1 sets in ll?. We consider Sz and 9’ to be disjoint. (Also if Sz itself is some 
subset of K?. This can always be achieved by labeling: replace $2 by { 1) x Sz and 
Sz’ by (2) x 52’. For notational convenience however, we just write Sz and sZ’(= 
R) and assume that the sets are disjoint.) 
Then on the space (Jz”,$“), define measures 8; by &;(FUF’) :=e;(F) for 
FE@, F’E~“, i=l,..., n. 
Now we also follow a likewise procedure in the other direction. Let I be the 
Lebesgue measure on the real line (on (Q’, S’)). For i = 1, . . . , n define sets 0; by 
0; := [T;, r; +p;(S;)], where rt, . . . , r, E R are chosen in such a way that 0; n Dj’= 
0 if i#j (this can be obtained by letting rl =0, and r;+r =I-; +p;(G?)+ 1). 
Define measures A,, . . . , A, on (m’,ZJ’) by ni(F’) :=A(F’nDl), F’E~’ (SO /Ii 
isthetraceofIinDii=l,..., n). We can extend Ai to a measure xi on (Sz”, g”) 
by letting &(FUF’)=&(F’) for FES, F’E~‘, i=l,...,n. 
Now finally define the measures vr, . . . . v, on (C??“,.?P”) by
v; = 4; + l; 
for i=l ,..., n. Note that V;(s2”)=~;(~), i=l,..., n. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.7 
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.7. Before stating the proof, a few lem- 
mas are needed. 
LEMMA 4.1. If dtB,Jji) is convex, then dL%~(p,), . . ..A9Q(p.) are convex. 
PROOF. Suppose J&%?,&l;) is convex. It will be shown that JC%?~(~,) is con- 
vex, &B&2), . . . , d&Rk(p,,) are convex by the same argument. 
Let (pr, . . . ,P,) and (qr, . . . , qn) E &B~(pI) and fix 0 I y 5 1. We have to show 
that Y(P~, .. . . P,I+(1-Y)(q1,..., qn) E &.%?~(p,). Now there exist partitions 
{e}r=t and {Qj}r=, suchthatpr(Pj)=Pjandpt(Qj)=qjforj=l,...,k. Butthen 
M,=(~i(Pj))~~‘=, T=r and M2=(p;(Qj))yzr jk=r are in &%$(,ii). Since J&9?~(~) is 
convex, it follows that yM, + (1 - y)M2 E ._&%?&?). Hence there exists a parti- 
tion {q}j”=r such thatp;(rj)=yp;(Pj)+(l-y)p;(Qj) for i=l,...,n,j=l,...,k. 
Since this holds in particular when i = 1 it follows that &ZZz,(~r) is convex. 0 
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Now we state two more lemmas. They compare .M$?,Jji) with .M?&(?), 
where 3 is defined as in Section 3. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let pl, . . . , p,, be measures atisfying Aj fl Aj = 0 if if j. Let G = 
(v L, . . . , v,) be defined as in Section 3. Then .AK~&(~)c~~~(~;). 
PROOF. Let (P;j)i”=, jk=, E J&I?(~). Then there exists a measurable partition 
P , ,..., Pkof52satisfying~i(P;)=pijfori=1 ,..., n,j=l,...,k. Wehavetofind 
a partition Q,, . . . . Qk of Sz” such that Vi(Qj)=pi~ for i=l,..., n, j=l,.,., k. 
Recall that Di = Q \Si and put D = n;=, Di. Write 
Pj = (qm,u(ij(qno;jj = (qw)u(iJ (q--q). 
i=l i-1 
It follows from the definition of Vi that Vi(Pj flD)=pi(Pj no). Note that 
C(i(Pj n S,) = 0 if I# i and k;(Pj fI S;)> 0. For every i, (Pj n Si}i”=, is a measur- 
able partition of Si, with ~i(U~~~ (Pi fISi))=pi(Si)= v;(D,!). Since Vi is non- 
atomic on D,!, there exists a partition 7”(‘), . . . , Tk(‘) of D(, satisfying v,(7;“‘)= 
pi(Pj n Si) (the existence of such a partition T,(j), .. . , Tk(i’ can be obtained by 
repeatedly applying Lyapounov’s convexity theorem [5]), and this can be done 
for every i = 1, . . . , n. Now define (wherej=l,...,k-I) 
Q;=(P,nD)uiJ iy’) 
/=I 
Qk = (P,nD)U,Q T,“‘UD,‘U(X7\ CD;). 
/=I 
Then it is easy to check that Q,, . . . . Qk is a partition of 9”. Also 
vi(Qj) = Vi(Pi f-m)+- i v;(?;(‘)) 
,=I 
= p-p. nD) + v(T-‘“) 
1 J ’ J 
=pi(PjflD)+p,(PjflD~) 
=/f;(PjflD)+/fi(PjnF) 
= p;(pj) = Pij 
for i=l ,..., n and j=l,..., k. So (pij)i”, , I= 1 E A%%$(?) and we may conclude 
that .AZ.~?~(~)CA%$(?). 0 
LEMMA 4.3. Let /I,,... 
Let C= (v,, . . . 
, ,I_I,, be measures atisfying ( * ) and A; n Aj = 0 if i # j. 
, v,,) be defined as in Section 3. Then J&%?,,( ji) > J&B~(~). 
PROOF. Let (P;j)i”,r ;=I E &$B~(?). Then there exists a partition P,“, . . . , PC of 
D”, with vi(P”) =pij for i= 1, . . . , n and j= I, . . . , k. We have to find a partition 
Q I,..., Qk of Sz such that pi(Qj)=p;j for i=l, . . . . n, j=l,..., k. 
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Let Pj = Pj” fl Q and Pj’ = Pj” fl52’. First notice that 
V;(Pj) = Vi(Pj n D) = ,Ui(Pj n D) 
and 
V;(Pj’) = vi(PjnDI). 
Now { Pj’ fl Dl}jk= I is a partition of 0; with vi(Pi flD;> = by’, where Pi(‘)r 0 and 
Cl=, #‘= v,(D~) =~;(Si). Since pi Is, satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.3, 
this theorem gives that &9?k(pi Is,) is convex. NOW ~i(Si)~j~~~~(~; Is,), 
where e’ r, . . . , Zk are the unit vectors in &‘. Write @” = #‘,q(S;) for some #‘z 0, 
and note that y”‘+ a.. I + yf’= 1. The convexity of A%!,&~ Is,) implies that 
C:=, y,!j’~i(Si)eli = Ci=, b,“‘Zj E A!%k(pi Is,) and thus there exists a partition 
7-c’) I ,...,Tk(i) of Si satisfying,+(Ti(i))=,8j(‘)=u,(P~n~~). Define, forj=l,...,k 
Qj = (pj no) u (J Ti”‘. 
/=I 
It is easy to see that Q,, . . . , Qk is a partition of a and furthermore 
P;(Qj) =~;<q nD)+ i Pi(Tj(‘)) 
/=I 
=p.(P.fm)+jf.(T.q 
1 J 1 J 
= Vi(PjnD)+Vi(Pj’fID~) 
= Vi(Pj) + Vi(Pj) 
= Vi(Pj”) = pjj 
for i=l )..., n j=l,..., k. So (pij)in_, T=, E J&Z~(~) and thus we have proved 
that A&%$(~)C&Y&(~). Cl 
LEMMA 4.4. Let Tcsupp(pi), with pi(T)=O. Then I.lj(T)=O for all j#i. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, suppose that i= 1. Fix j# 1. Then 
pj(T) = C pjcTn S:;I[)...,zn))* 
(2 I,.... Z”)El, 
,q:~~~~~,,,~~~l~o~~~:,;i):, O for a1I (z 1,eea,Zn)EZj. We will prove that 
, . . . , z,) E rj. Note 
equals a$!...,z,,. 
that on the set $4: ,,,, z,), ,Uj 
Now distinguish two cases: z1 = a and zr =s. 
If zi =a, then o:Lf.,, 7 )QP, and thus ~:~‘,__,z,i(TnS~~!,,,,z~))=O. This implies 
pj(Tn $dI...,z,$ =O. ’ ” 
If zi =s, then alil!,,,,,njl~,. But in that case S{~!,,,,r,) n supp(p,) = 0 by Lem- 
. . 
ma 2.6(u). So Tfl S{$ ,,,, z,) =0 and thus pj(TfI S{Lf,,,,z,,) =O. 0 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.7. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.7. First we prove “ = “. Suppose that condition (*) is 
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satisfied. By Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, it follows that .AX%,J~)=A%?~(~$ 
with v’ as defined in Section 3. But v’ is nonatomic and hence by Theorem 1.5 
JkY&(v’) is convex. So &%,Jji) must also be convex. This completes the 
proof of “I”. 
Now we have to prove “ * “. Suppose condition (*) is not satisfied. We have 
to prove that .Az?i&($) is not convex. There are two cases. 
Case 1: there is a ,D; which is purely atomic and has a finite number of 
atoms. 
Case 2: there is an in (1, . . . , n} and an m E ttd such that (k- l)~ui({x~‘})> 
P;(S; \A;) + c,:,,, Pui({#‘>). 
Case 1. Suppose without loss of generality that ,u, is purely atomic with a 
finite number of atoms. Then JX!%?~(~~) is not convex by Theorem 2.3 and 
thus by Lemma 4.1 A?i&(,G) is not convex. 
Case 2. Suppose without loss of generality that i = 1. So there exists an m E N 
satisfying 
Now fil Is, does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.3, so .M&?k(yl Is,) is 
not convex. Hence there exist (a,, . . . . q) and (bt, . . . . ~I~)EJ&%&(~~ Is,) such 
that ~(a,, . . . , @f)+(l -V)(b,,..., bk)cEJM?k(,uul Is,) for some O<y<l. Fix that y. 
Now define two matrices (pjj)rzl 7=, and (qjj):=l T=, as follows. Let 
Plj = aj for j=l,...,k-1 
Plk = ak+h(SZ\Sl) 
Pij = 0 for i=2 ,..., n andj=l,..., k-l 
Pik = p,(Q) for i=2,...,n 
and 
qlj = bj forj=I,...,k-I 
qlk = bk+P,&‘\&) 
qjj = 0 for i=2 ,..., n andj=l,..., k-l 
qik = pi(Q) for i=2,...,n. 
Let P,, . . . . Pk be a partition as follows. Let P,‘, . . . , Pi be a partition of S1 satis- 
fying ~1 (Pi) = aj, j = 1, . . . , k. Then let 
Pj = Pj’ for j=l,...,k-1 
Pk = P;u (Q\S,). 
Then it is easy to see that pi(Pj)=Pi,, i=l,..., n, j=l,..., k. SO (pij)i”_,~=IE 
d~k(lih 
Similarly, let Q,, . . . , Qk be a partition as follows. Let Q;, . . . , Q; be a parti- 
tion of St satisfying pl(Q;) = bj, j = 1, . . . , k. Then let 
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Qj = Qj’ for j=l,...,k-1 
Q/c = Q;W~\W. 
Then it is easy to see that ci(Qj)=qij, i=l,..., n, j=l,..., k. SO (qij)~==,j”=,E 
AB/Jii). 
Define (t~)~=ij”=r by tij=YPij+(l-y)qiji=l,...,nj=l,...,k. We will show 
that (tij)y=r ;= I $ &9?~(~) and hence J&$(s) is not convex. Note that 
trj= yaj+(l-y)bj for j=l,...,k-1 
tlk = ya,+(l -Y)&+&(~\S,) 
tij = 0 for i=2 ,..., n and j=l,..., k-l 
fik = pi(a) for i=2,...,n. 
It will be shown that there does not exist a partition T,, . . . , Tk of D such that 
~i(Tj)=tij, i=l,..., n, j=l,..., k and hence (tti)ye’=l ;=I $ dd&(~). Arguing by 
contradiction, suppose such a partition exists. Since pi =~i(S2) (i = 2, . . . , k), 
we know that Tk 3 (Sz \ S,). For 
T,>U{S{i,! ,,,,, z,)((zI ,..., z,,)~l~} for i=2 ,..., n 
(modulo a set of pi-measure 0, but a subset of U {S::!,,,.,,,, 1 (z,, . . . ,z,) EZ~} = 
supp(pi), which has pi-measure 0 also has pj-measure 0 for j#i by Lem- 
ma 4.4). Thus 
Lemma 2.6(iii), gives that for iz2: 
s(i) 
(c&z2 >..., z, ,.O.L,+I >.... 2,) = 
s(1) 
(0.22 ,..., z,+,>42,+1>..., Z”)’ 
and thus it follows that 
Q U(s:l’~,,,,~~) I (z, e**~Z,)Ezi> =t$ U{‘~~~,.,,,~,) I (z* ‘**~z~)Ezi~)\S~’ 
Since z~~(S~\(U~=, IJ{$l,_,,, z,) 1 (z ,,..., z,)EZi}))=O for all i=l,..., n, it fol- 
lows that without loss of generality Tk >Q\&. 
So we have to find a partition T,‘, . . . , Tk) of S, such that 
/fr(~‘)=yC7j+(l_Y)bj, j=l,...,k. 
Then T,=q’, j=l,..., k - 1 and Tk = Tk U (Sz \S,) would give us the desired 
partition. 
But it is impossible to find such a partition T,‘, . . . , Tk since y(a,, . . . , ok) + 
(1 -Y)(&, ‘.., bk) $ &%%?k(F(r Is,). So there does not exist a partition T,, . . . , Tk of 
Sz such that pu,(7;)=t, i=l,..., n j=l,..., k and hence &%?~(Zi) is not convex. 
This completes the proof of case 2 and thus “ *” is proved. 0 
REMARK. Note that if the measures are nonatomic, then condition (*) is 
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trivially satisfied and thus .M&(ji) is convex. To Theorem 2.7 is indeed a 
generalization of Theorem 1.5. 
5. THE PARTITION-RANGE 
In this section, we take a closer look at the partition-range. Note that convex- 
ity of A%%~(~) implies convexity of Z%?(ji). But condition ( **) is a weaker 
condition than (*) with k=n. In this section, Theorem 2.8 will be proved. First 
some tools are developed. Note that Theorem 1.5 implies the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. If ,ii is nonatomic, then %99(~) is convex. 
We also need the following: 
LEMMA 5.2. If 9?9@) is convex, then 92(,u,), . . . , sR(p,,) are convex. 
PROOF. Suppose that 9%X(@) is convex. We will prove that .9?(& is convex, 
Be(&), ..*9 %?(p,,) are convex by the same argument. 
We have to show that %!(r((i) = [O,pl (Sz)]. Clearly %?(,~r) C [O,pl (O)] always 
holds, so it remains to show that @pi) > [0, ,U~(Q)]. 
Let cz E [O,p,(!G?)] be arbitrary. It must be shown that a E 9?(,~,). Write cz = 
y/_q(sZ) for some Olyrl. Let Z,,..., Zn denote the unit vectors in IR”. Then, by 
taking the partition Pi = Sz and Pj = 0 if j z i, one can easily see that p;(Q) 2; E 
.%%(ji) i=l,...,n. 
Now 99?(~) is convex, so ~,~,(52)& + (1 - y)&Z)& E E%?(,$. Thus, there 
exists a partition Qr, . . . , Q, of Q such that put(QJ = YPI(@, PAQ~ = (1 - Y)PFIZW 
and ~;(Q;)=O if i=3, . . . . n. But then there exists a set Q, such that pr(Q,)= 
y~~(!Z)=a, so (YE ~I?(,Y~). So %(,u,)= [O,p,(sZ)] and thus .%(rl(J is convex. Cl 
Next we will compare .P?%!(ji) with 9%%?(G), where s is defined as in Sec- 
tion 3. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let ,Ll,, . . . . ,uu, be measures atisfying Ai fl Aj = 0 if i # j, and let 
C=(v,,..., v,) be defined as in Section 3. Then CRZ( ,ii) C 9?%(G). 
PROOF. Let i; = (PI, . . . , p,) E Z%!(jYi). Then there exists a partition P,, . . . , P, 
of G satisfying pi(Pi)=pi for i=l, . . . . n. We have to construct a partition 
Ql, . . . . Q, of P’ such that vi(Qi)=pi for i= 1, . . ..n. 
Recall from Section 3 that Di = Q \ S,. Let 
D = fi D; = ri (52\S;) = a\& S;). 
,=I ,=I i=l 
We can write Pj=(PinD)U(PinDC) for i=l,...,n. Now P,nDcP,nD;and 
by definition vi ID, =pi ID,, so vi(PinD)=fli(PinD) (for i=l,...,n). 
Furthermore 
pinoc=pin(~ q)c= (I (PinoT) = b (Pins,). 
;=I ,=1 J=I 
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Sincep;(Pi fl Si)lp;(Si)=O ifj#i, it follows that OSpi(Pi nD’)=p;(Pi n Si)S 
p;(S;). 
Now consider vi. As vi ID; is nonatomic, Lyapounov’s Theorem gives that 
Z(Vi lo;) is convex. Hence W(Vi 10;) = [0, Vi(Df)] = [O,pi(Si)]. But then there 
exists a set TiCDi satisfying Vi(Ti) =pi(Pi nDC). Since DifID,!= 0 if i# j, it 
follows that vj(T) = 0 if j# i. 
Now define the following sets (where i = 1, . . . , n - 1): 
Qi=(PinD)U~USi+,U(Df+,\7;+,) 
Qn=(Pn~D)UTnUS,V(D;\T,‘)U(B’\IjD;). 
j=l 
Then is is easy to check that Q1, . . . , Q, is a measurable partition of 0” and 
Vi(Qi) = Vi(Pi n D) + Vi(7;) 
= ~i(Pi m)+pi(Pi f-m) 
= /Ii = pia 
so Z=(pl,... ,P,)E~?%!(?) and thus 9.%(~)C&%!(~). Cl 
LEMMA 5.4. Let &, . . . , ,u, be measures satisfying condition ( **) and Ai n Aj = 
0ifi#j, andlet C=(v,,..., v,) be defined as in Section 3. Then S%?( ii) > S?%?(C). 
PROOF. Let z = (pl, . . . , p,) E ~E6?(i;). Then there exists a measurable partition 
P,“, . . . , P; of 52” such that Vi(Pr) = pi, i = 1, . . , , n. We have to construct a parti- 
tion Q1,...,Qn of Q such thatpi(Qi)=Pi, i=l,...,n. Write Py=PiUP;y where 
Pi=PrnQ and q’=P,“nQ’. Notice that vi(Pi)=vi(PinDi). Also PinDi= 
(Pi n D) U Ujti (Pi n Di n 0;). Using the fact that ~i(Oj’) =pi(S’) = 0 if i+ j, it 
follows that 
Vi(Pi) = Vi(Pi n Di) = /li(Pi fl Di) 
= pi(pi n D) + jIEj pi(Pi n Di n 0;) = pi(pi n D), 
for i=l, . . ..n. 
Next we know that vi(P/‘) = vi(P/ n 0,:) E [0, Vi(Dl)] = [O, pi(Si)]. But /Ii ) s, 
satisfies the condition of Corollary 2.9 (with n = l), so 3?(pi Is,) is convex and 
hence %(pi (s,)=[O,pi(Si)], i=l,..., n. This implies the existence of a set TC 
Si (= 0;) such that pi = Vi(Pi’n Ill), i = 1, . . . , n. NOW construct Qr, . . . , Q, as 
follows (where i = 1, . . . , n - 1): 
Qi=(PinD)UTiU(Si+l\7;+,) 
Q,=U’nnD)UT,UG\T,). 
Then it is easy to check that Qr, . . . , Q, is indeed a partition of Sz and 
PiCQ;> =~ui(PinD) +Pi(7;_) 
= Vi(P;)+Vi(P,‘flD~) 
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= Vj(Pi) + Vi(Pil) 
= v;(Pjy = p; 
for i=l , . . ..n. So $=(pl ,...,p,)~9&(~) and thus 9%!(~)~9B(jIi). Cl 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.8. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.8. 
not satisfied. We have 
cases. 
First we prove that “ * ” holds. Suppose that (**) is 
to prove that B%(z) is not convex. Consider two 
Case 1: one of the measures is purely atomic with a finite number of atoms. 
Case 2: there exists an in { 1, . . . , n} and there exists an m E IN such that 
Pi({x$‘})>Pi(Si\Aj)+ Clm,m+r Pj({xj”‘}). 
Case 1. Without loss of generality assume that pr is purely atomic with a 
finite number of atoms. Then @fir) is not convex by Corollary 2.9 and hence 
by Lemma 5.2, Y@(G) is not convex. 
Case 2. Without loss of generality suppose i= 1. So there exists an m E h\l 
with P~({~~‘I)>P~(S,\A,)+ C,:,,,,, ,q({xj(l))). Construct two partitions as 
follows. 
P, = {XZ’} 
Pk = iJ{S{$ .,,, znjj tz, ,..., z,)EZk; z2=-~~=zk_l=s} for k=3 ,..., n. 
Qr = S,\{x/‘),...,xjj)} 
Qk = Pk for k=3,...,n. 
After some calculations using Lemma 2.6, it follows that P,, . . . , P,, and Qr, . . . , Q,, 
are indeed partitions, so (p,(P,), . . ..pu.(P,)) and (p,(Q,), . . ..pJQ.,)) are in 
X!Z(j$ Note that p2(P2)=p2(Q2)=,+(!Tl). We will prove that .R%(,$ is not 
convex by showing that +(~r(Pr), . . ..~.(p,))+t(~,(Q,), . . ..P.,(Q,,))~~~W~). 
Suppose there exists a partition B,, . . . , B, satisfying 
F(;(B;) = +pi(Pi)++p;(Qi), i=l, . . ..n. 
In other words: 
~(4) = +P,(W++P,(Q,) 
p;(Bi) =p;(P;) =pi(Qi) for i=2, . . ..n. 
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Note that 
otherwise ~2(82)<~2(1;2)=~2(P2). (A priori this only holds module a set of 
p2-measure 0, but we can say this because of Lemma 4.4. Note that 
and a 
Given 
u r~;~~...,Z,, I h, --~YG)~~2~ =suPP(lcz) 
set T~supp(Z~~) with p2-measure 0, has also pj-measure 0 for j#2). 
the fact that 
B23u{q;;...,;“] I (ZI,...,Gl)EZ2), 
we must have 
4AJ{~~;~.,.,,“,I h***,Zn)E4; z2=s}. 
(Again modulo a set of p3-measure 0, but again by Lemma 4.4, this is of no 
importance). This argument can be continued. Given the fact that 
Bj-,>U{S::I_.‘.),“)I(Zl,...,z,)EZj_I; 22=*‘*=Zj_2=S}, 
we must have 
B,lU{s{~~,,~,~~J 1 (ZI,***,Z,)EZj; 22=“‘=Zj_1=S}, 
for j=3,...,n. 
so (B2U ... UB,)>U:=, IJ {S(l; ,,._, z,) I (zt, . . . . z,)EZ;}. This implies 
w=w(iJ 
i=2 
us::/ (,..( z”)I(zl 9*.-v Z,)EZ;)h 
Using Lemma 2.6(iii), we know that for i12, we have 
$0 
(4z2, . . . . Z,~1,4Z,, I...., z.) =%‘,, ,..., z,+,,l?,z,+ I ..., Z,)’ 
Therefore 
QdJ ucsg ,_._, &) I (Zl,..., Z,)E&}) 
i=2 
csluu(Q\(iJ 
i=I 
ursg (...( z”)I(zl ,..., Z,)EZ;})). 
So BlCSlUW\\(U~=, UcS~j~,...,,,, I (zl,...,z,)EZi))). Since 
we can assume that B, c St. 
First we claim that {x,(l), .. . , x$‘} n B, = 0. For suppose not, then 
which gives a contradiction. So B, C S,\ (XI(~), . .. ,x,f’}. But in that case 
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which gives a contradiction. But then it is impossible to construct such a parti- 
tion B,, . . . , B, and hence 9?%($) is not convex. This completes the proof of 
case 2 and thus we have proved “J “. 
It remains to show “t”. Let vt, . . . . v, be defined as in Section 3. Then by 
Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.4, .%!%e(~)=%%?(~). But I; is nonatomic, so 9?%?(<) 
is convex by Theorem 5.1, and thus 9%(& is convex. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.8. q 
6. APPLICATIONS 
The results of Section 4 and Section 5 can be applied to partitioning problems. 
In partitioning problems, we are looking for a measurable partition P,, . . . , P, 
of Q such that pi is bigger than some number (e.g. l/n for all i). Many of 
these problems use the convexity of A%?,($) or 9?%?(z) in their proof. For 
example in Hill [4], the proof of the main theorem depends on the convexity 
of .A&%k(~). The result is very general, but since it involves much notation, 
we will not state it here. Instead we will give a few other examples, which are 
presented here as corollaries from Theorem 2.7 and 2.8. 
We start with applications of the convexity of J&Vk(,$. First a generaliza- 
tion of a result by Neyman [6] is stated. 
COROLLARY 6.1. If al, . . . . ,a,, are probability measures satisfying (*) and 
Ai fl Aj = 0 for if j then there exists a measurable k-partition {Pj}r=, of Q 
satisfying pi= l/k, i= 1, . . . . n, j= 1, . . . . k. 
PROOF. Define matrices M,, . . . , kfk as follows: A4, = (pi(P,"'))y= , j”= 1, where 
{Pa’};=, is the partition of Q with P, (‘) = L? and P!” = 0 if j# 1. Then IV, is the 
matrix of which the I-th column contains only l’s &d all the other entries are 0. 
It is obvious that M,, . . . , Mk E&L?@,(~). Since A&%!,(,ii) is convex, it follows 
that (l/k)M,+...+(l/k)MkE&9Zk(i;). Cl 
The next result is proved by Dubins and Spanier [l] for nonatomic measures. 
The proof is almost the same as the proof of Corollary 6.1 and is therefore 
omitted. 
COROLLARY 6.2. If p,, . . . , p,, are probability measures satisfying (*) and 
A;nAj=O for i#j, and al,..., akz0 with c,“=, aj= 1, then there exists a 
measurable k-partition {Pj}r= , of Q satisfying /Ii = aj for i = 1, . . . , n and 
j= 1, . . ..k. 
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Now we give some applications of the convexity of Z%!(li). 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let p,, . . . . pn be probability measures on (Sz, @) satisfying 
(H) and AinAi=O if i#j. Let a1 ,..., a,~iF? with atr0, i=l,..., n and 
a1 + .‘. + a, = 1. Then there exists a measurable partition PI, . . . , P, of Q such 
that pi(Pi) = oi. 
PROOF. We know &E 95?(ji), i= 1, . . . , n (where e’i, . . . , & denote the unit 
vectors in IR”). Since (**) satisfied, 9?%!(z) is convex by Theorem 2.8. Now 
airOfori=l,...,nandal+... + cr, = 1, so by the convexity of 9?%?( 2) we have 
ale1 + ... + c~,Z!~ E 9%(G). Thus there exists a measurable partition P,, . . . , P,, 
of 52 such that lui(Pi)=Cri. Cl 
The next application is a generalization of a result by Dubins and Spanier 
[ 11. The proof is almost literally the same as in [ 11. Dubins and Spanier use con- 
vexity of the matrix-n-range in their proof, but they are only interested in the 
diagonal, which is exactly the partition-range. For the rest the proof can be 
copied and is therefore omitted here. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let ul,..., p,, be probability measures on (C&9), satisfying 
(**)andAinAj=Oifi#j. Supposeuj+ukforsomejfk. Letoi>O,i=l,...,n 
and a, + ... + a,, = 1. Then there exists a partition P,, . . . , P,, of D such that 
PiCpi) > ai. 
A. APPENDIX 
In this appendix Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 will be proved. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let p,, . . . , p,, be measures. Let Ii be the following index set: 
Zi := ((Zl, . ..) zn) 1 ZjE (a,s} if j#i and zi=O}* 
Then lui can be decomposed as follows: 
Pi= (z ,,__ “-,,E,,“:II ?...> Z”) 
where for j # i 
~{~~,..,,z,,“crj if Zj=Q 
a(Cf’~,...,zn)Lflj if Zj=S- 
A decomposition of pi with these properties is unique. Moreover, if (zl, . . . , z,,) 
and (z;, . . . . zA)EZ,, and (z~,...,z,)~(z;,...,z:,), then o$f ,__., z,,lo$/ ,..,, z;,. 
PROOF. We will show that such a decomposition exists for pi, for all the 
other measures we can use the same argument. For notational convenience, the 
upper index (1) will not be carried explicitly. The existence of such a decomposi- 
tion follows, using Theorem 2.4. 
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We know that pl = ooa + oos, where a,a,u2 and oos I L(~. Now croo and oos 
are again measures, so there exists a decomposition of ooo and rros with respect 
to ,u3: 
(7 oa = ~ooo + ~oas9 where ooaa 41~3 and D,, 1~3 
and 
00, = ooso + =oss 9 where oosO 4~s and IS,, I p3. 
so P 1 = ~00, + fJoas + Rosa + =oss ’ On these four measures we can apply the same 
argument and make a decomposition with respect to pd. Using an iteration 
argument, we obtain the desired decomposition. 
Now we have to show the uniqueness of the decomposition. Suppose 
Pl= c u(z,,...,zn)= 
(ZI,....Z”,Ell crI....:“)t,, 06k.~~zn) 
are both decompositions which satisfy the conditions of the theorem. We will 
show that in that case we must have a(,,, ,_,, z,, = D;~,, _,,, zn, for all (z,, . . . , z,) E I,. 
Note that 
Lc1= c ~(z,,...,,?!) = c ~(z,.....zn)+ c Q‘(z,, . . ..zn) 
(il,....Z,,C~l (2 I..... Zn-,,U~EI, (2 ,.... .z, I,S,El, 
with C (z,,...,zn ,.o,cl, ~(z,....rz,)~~n and Ccz,,...,z,_,,s,t,, a(z,,...,z,g) * iun. Also 
PI= c &...,Z,) = c 4Z,,...>,) + c 4Z,,...,Z,J 
(i,.....Zn,El, (Z,....,Zn ,,U,EI, (Z,.....Z" ,.S,El, 
with 1 (2 I...., Z” ,,C?,El, 6z, ,.... t,,.+n and C(, I>..., z.,~ ,.S,E,, o;z,,...>zn,%. 
NOW apply the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.4. This gives us that 
c o(zl. . . ..Z”. = c o;z,....,zn, 
(ZI.... 32” ,.U,EI, (2 I,.... z,_,,o,tl, 
c o(z,,...,z”, = 
(i I,.... Z,l ,.S,El, (Z I,...) :,,I,E,, a;Z,,~..,z,,* 
We can apply the same argument to CC; ,,,,_, i ,,ojE,, ocz,, __, zn) (and of course 
an analogous argument to C(, I,...) .?,~ ,,S,E,, G(z, (..., z,,): 
(7. ,,..., z,C&,, o(z,3.--.Zn,=(i ,,._., ;.:.u.u,t,, a(Z,Y.~.,Zn)+(ZI ..,.( z:J,u.l)t,, a(z,,...,zn, 
with C @I . . . . . .?,_z,o,a,E~, o(z, ,...3 z,,+n-l and C(, I,..., z, *.a,s,E,, O(z, ...( z,)lP(n-I* 
Now since 
c o(z,,...,,, = c o;z,> . ...Z.,’ 
(2 I... ,Zn ,,II,El, (ZI,....Z” ,.U,Ell 
we also have 
c o(zl,...,z”) = c o;z,,...,z,,+ c o;z,>...,zA 
(2 I,.. ..Z”_,.(l,EIl (2, . . . . . z,~~,a.a,cl, (2. , .... L”~2,(I,S,EI, 
with C (ZI ?...I zn Z*U,U,EI, G ,.,.. z,,efi’n-, and cc, ,,.__( z,_*,a,s,E,, a;z ,,..., z,)lPn-1’ 
The uniqueness part of Theorem 2.4 gives us that 
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c O(Z,....,z”)= c 4Zl,...,Z”) 
(2 I...., 2*-2,(1.(I)EI, (2 ,,..., Z,~Z.O.O)El, 
c ~(z,,...,z,)= c 4Z,....,Z,). 
(Zl,.... Z,-2,4S)El, (2 I,.... Z”_ZIU,S)EII 
By repeating this argument over and over, we finally arrive at ocz,, ,,,2,j = 
4z ,,..., z,j for all (zb ..-, z,) E 11, which proves the uniqueness. 
So it remains to prove that uCr,, ,, ,z,) 1 Q; ,.,., t;) for every (zi, . . . , z,) and 
<z;, **a, zA)EI~ with (zr ,..., z,)#(z; ,..., z;). By Theorem 2.4 
c %...,zn)~ c o(Z,....,zn) 
(2 I,.... E”.I,o)El, @.I ,..., Zn-I.S)EJI 
and this implies a(,,, . . . . z._,,(l) I crCz,, .,. ,zn _,,sJ for all zI, . . . , zn _ 1. Also by Theorem 
2.4, 
c %,>...rzn)~ c o(z,,...,z”) 
(2 I,..., Zn-2,%u)EII (2 I*.... 1,-2,Sa)Ell 
so o(z I,..., Zn-2.u,(1)~~cz I,...,z,-*,ra) for all z 1, . . . , z,-2. This is also an argument 
which can be repeated over and over again. This completes the proof. 0 
Remember S$,), ._,,z,) := supp(crg,), ,,, z ,) and S. -= S(f) (Zl,...,i,)’ where Zj = s for j # i. 
Since for fixed i we have crli! ,,,,, z.,;i($ __,, z;,‘if(zi ,..., z,,)+(z; , . . ..zA). we can 
assume that Sll:,,_,, Z.,nS{$ ,,,,, z;,=O if (it ,..., z,,)#(z; ,..., z;). In Lemma 2.6, 
we show that the sets S{~~,,,,,z,) can be taken in a specific manner. Note that 
these sets are uniquely defined modulo a set of measure 0. We make a particular 
choice for the sets Slil ,,. z ) , n to be used in the main part of the paper. 
LEMMA 2.6. The sets S::‘l...,z”) can be chosen such that the following holds: 
(i) S,nSj=0 ifi#j. 
(ii) S:~~,,,,,z,,nsupp(~j)=O if zj=s and i#j. 
(iii) Let i#j and let (z,,...,z~)E~; and (z;,...,Z~)EZj- Suppose that z;=o, 
zj=a and .$=a, zj=o and z;=z, for lzi and l+j. Then S::l.,,,z.,=S~~‘,,,,z~,. 
PROOF. Notice that (ii) implies (i). We will obtain (ii) and (iii) by making a 
specific choice for Sill ,,, z ). 
Start by making an’ar-b:trary choice for supp(pi), . . . . supp(p,). Look at pl 
and let j # 1. Define 
o(j) := 
s (Z ,,..., ,E,,, z,=* o~C-& 
Then ,,(j)lp,, so there exists a set Sij) such that us(j) is concentrated on 
S,(j) and pi(S,(j))=O. But in that case it is possible to replace supp(pt) by 
supp(p,)\S,(j). The same argument can be used for p2, . . . ..u.,, to obtain new 
supports forp,,...,pu,. Fix these supports and denote them again by SUpp( 
Define 
S$b...,Z,, =(suPP(&)n ,j:v=+ s”PP(/l,))\(tjz~= s”PP(fij))* 
s 
) 
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From this definition, it follows immediately that (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. It 
remains to show that r~l$ ,,, ~ ) 
It is obvious that q$i ,,: z’)n. 
is concentrated on S,!!/,,., z ). 
1s concentrated on (a sub&; of) supp(pj). Let j 
be such that Z.j = s. Fro& thi above construction of the support of ,Uj, we may 
conclude that in that case 
a:~l,,,.,,~~(suPP(~j))=o 
and thus +,_,z,, is concentrated on a subset of 
E := supp(l.l;)\( u suck). 
,: z,=s 
Now let j be such that Zj= a. Consider E\SUpp(pj). On this set we have 
pj(E\suPP(pj))=O- 
Since Zj=a, it follows that ~{il,,,,,~,,<,~j and thus 
a~~),..,,,~~(E\suPP(~j))=O. 
So 4I, . . ..z.) is indeed concentrated on 
(suPP(pU,)n fl s”PP(pj))\( U s”PP(pj))9 
{I. i,‘U) (J: Z,=‘) 
which completes the proof. q 
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